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Where the Rain Cannot Reach 2021-12-07

tair has never known what it means to belong abandoned at a young age and
raised in the all elven valley of mirte the young human defines herself by
isolation confined to her small seemingly trustworthy family abruptly that
family uproots her from mirte and leads her on an inevitable but treacherous
journey to doman the previous site of unspeakable human atrocities and the
current home of dwarvenkind though doman offers tair new definitions of family
and love it also reveals to her that her very existence is founded in lies now
tasked with an awful responsibility to the humans of sossoa tair must decide
where her loyalties lie and in the process discover who she wants to be and who
she has always been in their debut fantasy novel where the rain cannot reach
adesina brown constructs a world rich with new languages and nuanced
considerations of gender and race ultimately contemplating how in freeing
ourselves from power we may find true belonging

The Rain: The Rain Book 1 2014-08-01

one minute sixteen year old ruby morris is having her first proper snog with
caspar mccloud in a hot tub and the next she s being bundled inside the house
dripping wet cold and in her underwear not cool as she and caspar shiver in the
kitchen it starts to rain they turn on the radio to hear panicked voices it s
in the rain it s in the rain that was two weeks ago and now ruby is totally
alone people weren t prepared for the rain got caught out in it didn t realize
that you couldn t drink water from the taps either even a drip of rain would
infect your blood and eat you from the inside out ruby knows she has to get to
london to find her dad but she just doesn t know where to start after rescuing
all the neighbourhood dogs ruby sets off on a journey that will take her the
length of the country surviving in the only way she knows how

Shouting at the Rain 2020-05-05

from the author of the new york times bestseller fish in a tree comes a
compelling story about perspective and learning to love the family you have
delsie loves tracking the weather lately though it seems the squalls are in her
own life she s always lived with her kindhearted grammy but now she s looking
at their life with new eyes and wishing she could have a regular family delsie
observes other changes in the air too the most painful being a friend who s
outgrown her luckily she has neighbors with strong shoulders to support her and
ronan a new friend who is caring and courageous but also troubled by the losses
he s endured as ronan and delsie traipse around cape cod on their adventures
they both learn what it means to be angry versus sad broken versus whole and
abandoned versus loved and that together they can weather any storm

Pitter, Patter, Goes the Rain 2021-05-25

in after the rain celebrated self care storyteller alexandra elle delivers 15
lessons on how to overcome obstacles build confidence and cultivate abundance
part memoir and part guide elle shares stirring stories from her own remarkable
journey from self doubt to self love this soulful collection is filled with
illuminating reflections on loss fear bravery healing love acceptance and more
readers follow along her journey as she transforms challenging experiences a
difficult childhood painful romantic relationships and single parenting as a
young mom into fuel for her career as a successful entrepreneur and author



driven by purpose and pasion filled with elle s signature candor and warmth
includes empowering affirmations and meditations for readers to practice in
their own lives after the rain is a soulful guide to help you embrace all the
beauty love and opportunity life has to offer presented in luminous package
with a foil case and gold accents a beautiful gift for anyone on the path to
self discovery and an uplifting reminder that there is always sunshine after
the rain perfect for the friend who loves meditating self care journaling or
seeking personal transformation and empowerment great for those who loved
present over perfect by shauna niequist 100 days to brave by annie f downs and
anything written by brené brown rupi kaur rachel hollis and elizabeth gilbert

After the Rain 2020-10-13

i m singing in the rain just singing in the rain what a glorious feeling i m
happy again based on the classic song this beautifully illustrated picture book
celebrates rain and all its fun jump in puddles raise umbrellas and dance with
joy through the pages of this gorgeous story sweet and positive in its message
with bright eye catching art this book is an uplifting celebration of rain
singing in the rain is one of the world s best loved songs and the centrepiece
of one of my favourite films i love the song s positive message and the iconic
sequence of gene kelly dancing in the rain always raises a smile as adults we
tend to think of rain as an inconvenience rather than the joyous thing that it
is next time it rains step outside feel the rain on your face and give the
clouds up above your biggest smile

Singing in the Rain 2022-07-07

the rain a collection of short storiesfrom a valley in africa to the cotswolds
in england a selection of short stories destined to elicit tears laughter and
quiet understanding heart warming and gut wrenching stories on life s
challenges and celebrations the rain a collection of short stories centres on
the destructive and regenerative force of rain physically emotionally
psychologically and as a metaphor for life from human cruelty to human
determination stories set in several locations each showcasing the universality
of anger loss fear sadness joy hopes and dreams stories that will capture your
heart in a moment of recognition on the challenges and celebrations of everyday
ordinary lives the rain title story tells of a young couple s struggle for
survival in a rural location in africa under threat from the destructive
relentless rain a husband is desperate to provide a wholesome life for his
three young children and pregnant wife losing a child to the storm is a mother
s worst nightmare penelope is a story of a young country woman s dream of
success when two men crush her hopes who are they toby tells the heart warming
story of a loving labrador who against all odds puts human life before his own
desert quest is a brother s and sister s trek across the desert to find their
ancestral beginnings romantic re creation will keep you dreaming of the lives
of may and june in the quest for their holy grail tension fear hope and joy in
the rain of life underpins each gut wrenching and heart warming story solutions
to the characters situations appear in mysterious or practical ways while some
are left unresolved each story weaves through struggles that are self inflicted
or perpetrated by forces beyond human control a soulful selection of short
stories on the shade and light of everyday life in any situation in any place a
must read any day every day



The Rain - a Collection of Short Stories 2020-12-10

louise grieving the death of her lover tom does the only thing she can think of
to make the pain go away she marries his twin brother adam but letting go of
her past isn t as easy as she thought after a seemingly chance encounter with a
charming stranger called jarvis all of their lives begin to unravel beat the
rain is a moving and vulnerable psychological thriller depicting the reality of
a relationship in decline at times humorous at times heartbreaking it explores
what it means to live to love and to lose

Beat the Rain 2016-06-30

a new york times best seller a february indienext pick named a most anticipated
book of 2019 by buzzfeed nylon the a v club cbc books and the rumpus and a
winter s most anticipated book by vanity fair and the week starred reviews
kirkus and booklist warm immediate and intensely personal new york times how
does one pay homage to a tribe called quest the seminal rap group brought jazz
into the genre resurrecting timeless rhythms to create masterpieces such as the
low end theory and midnight marauders seventeen years after their last album
they resurrected themselves with an intense socially conscious record we got it
from here thank you 4 your service which arrived when fans needed it most in
the aftermath of the 2016 election poet and essayist hanif abdurraqib digs into
the group s history and draws from his own experience to reflect on how its
distinctive sound resonated among fans like himself the result is as ambitious
and genre bending as the rap group itself abdurraqib traces the tribe s
creative career from their early days as part of the afrocentric rap collective
known as the native tongues through their first three classic albums to their
eventual breakup and long hiatus their work is placed in the context of the
broader rap landscape of the 1990s one upended by sampling laws that forced a
reinvention in production methods the east coast west coast rivalry that
threatened to destroy the genre and some record labels shift from focusing on
groups to individual mcs throughout the narrative abdurraqib connects the music
and cultural history to their street level impact whether he s remembering the
source magazine cover announcing the tribe s 1998 breakup or writing personal
letters to the group after bandmate phife dawg s death abdurraqib seeks the
deeper truths of a tribe called quest truths that like the low end the bass are
not simply heard in the head but felt in the chest

Go Ahead in the Rain 2019-02-01

lyrical rhyming text and playful hand painted illustrations invite young
readers to share in the rhythm of the rushing rain includes educational stem
endmatter about rain and how it helps humans and the earth

I Like the Rain 2021-03-04

a heart wrenching but deeply funny and ultimately uplifting story of family
love loyalty and hope a captivating look at the wonders and absurdities of
human life as only a dog could tell it

The Art of Racing in the Rain 2008-05-05

it is time to plant the rice crop in malini s sri lankan community and the



little girl is both excited and nervous to help for the first time what if she
does it wrong will she be responsible if the crop fails when the oxcart rumbles
in loaded with seedlings she reluctantly agrees to watch the big imposing
animal while the driver takes a break suddenly the skies go dark with monsoon
rain a flash flood pours down the road separating malini from the driver and
her family they are shouting for her to run for higher ground but what about
the rice summoning up courage she never dreamed she possessed malini resolves
to save ox cart and seedlings no matter what it takes award winning author alma
fullerton tells malini s story in expressive free verse that vibrates with
emotion and energy the moods of sri lanka s rainy season come alive as kim la
fave illustrator of the award winning shin chi s canoe uses a fresh style that
is both contemporary and impressionistic to depict the courage of one little
girl facing the power of a flash flood

When the Rain Comes 2016-10-03

sam wants to go out but it s pouring with rain so he and grandpa decide to stay
inside until the rain stops sam drinks hot chocolate and reads his books and
dreams of adventures while grandpa gets on with his important paperwork grandpa
seems to have a very important letter to write then that very important letter
has to be posted despite the rain and floods as they finally go outside sam and
grandpa have a magical adventure rain is the follow up to the acclaimed snow
and is the second title in a four book series based on the weather

Rain 2017-01-26

teachers parents kids explore more resources in the back back cover

I Am the Rain 2018

this historical middle grade novel written in free verse set against the
backdrop of the desegregation battles that took place in houston texas in 1972
is about a young boy and his family dealing with loss and the revelation of
dark family secrets ten year old paulie sanders hates his name because it also
belonged to his daddy his daddy who killed a fellow white man and then crashed
his car with his mama unable to cope paulie and his sister charlie move in with
their aunt bee and attend a new elementary school but it s 1972 and this new
school puts them right in the middle of the houston school district s war on
desegregation paulie soon begins to question everything he hears his daddy s
crime was a race related one he killed a white man defending a black man and
when paulie starts picking fights with a black boy at school he must face his
reasons for doing so when dark family secrets are revealed the way forward for
everyone will change the way paulie thinks about family forever the colors of
the rain is an authentic heartbreaking portrait of loss and human connection
during an era fraught with racial tension set in verse from debut author r l
toalson

The Colors of the Rain 2018-09-18

rain is elemental mysterious precious destructive it is the subject of
countless poems and paintings the top of the weather report the source of the
world s water yet this is the first book to tell the story of rain cynthia
barnett s rain begins four billion years ago with the torrents that filled the
oceans and builds to the storms of climate change it weaves together science



the true shape of a raindrop the mysteries of frog and fish rains with the
human story of our ambition to control rain from ancient rain dances to the 2
203 miles of levees that attempt to straitjacket the mississippi river it
offers a glimpse of our founding forecaster thomas jefferson who measured every
drizzle long before modern meteorology two centuries later rainy skies would
help inspire morrissey s mopes and kurt cobain s grunge rain is also a
travelogue taking readers to scotland to tell the surprising story of the
mackintosh raincoat and to india where villagers extract the scent of rain from
the monsoon drenched earth and turn it into perfume now after thousands of
years spent praying for rain or worshiping it burning witches at the stake to
stop rain or sacrificing small children to bring it mocking rain with irrigated
agriculture and cities built in floodplains even trying to blast rain out of
the sky with mortars meant for war humanity has finally managed to change the
rain only not in ways we intended as climate change upends rainfall patterns
and unleashes increasingly severe storms and drought barnett shows rain to be a
unifying force in a fractured world too much and not nearly enough rain is a
conversation we share and this is a book for everyone who has ever experienced
it

Rain 2016-04-05

27 is a number ruby hates it s a number that marks the percentage of the
population that has survived it s a number that means she s one of the lucky
few still standing and it s a number that says her father is probably dead
against all odds ruby has survived the catastrophic onset of the killer rain
two weeks after the radio started broadcasting the warning it s in the rain it
s fatal and there s no cure the drinkable water is running out ruby s left with
two options persevere on her own or embark on a treacherous journey across the
country to find her father if he s even still alive

H2O 2014-10-07

rainwater is the purest form of water on earth and water is a cyclic resource
that is continuously cycled in nature and can also be reused for various
activities after it is cleaned don t you agree then that harvesting rainwater
is something that should be a popular practice ancient india was well ahead of
time and civilization as early as indus valley already had excellent rainwater
harvesting system but as we progressed along with the rest of the world we
abandoned our traditional practices and at present we are trying to reintroduce
the ancient conservation techniques and integrate them with the new technology
to address our water scarcity let s save the rain not only talks about the
traditional and modern rainwater harvesting systems but it is a short
introduction to this important water conservation technique the concept its
uses and its close relationship with the environment are beautifully elucidated
with experiments diys and math calculations this book is an easy read that
explores the concepts and increase awareness about rainwater harvesting

Let’s Save the Rain 2018-05-18

in the latest novel from a master of european crime fiction past present and
future collide on a breathtaking journey from 1950s morocco to modern day spain
and sweden miguel and helena meet at a nursing home in tarifa at an age when
they believe they have lived it all already distanced from their children they
feel they are no longer needed the sudden suicide of one of the other residents



opens their eyes they don t want to spend their last days longing for
supposedly better times so together they decide to undertake the journey of
their lives and confront the darkness in their pasts meanwhile in the distant
swedish city of malmö the young yasmina a child of moroccan immigrants who
dreams of being a singer lives trapped between her authoritarian grandfather
and her contemptuous mother who is ashamed of yasmina because she works for a
swede with a murky reputation and she s having a secret affair with the deputy
commissioner of the swedish police an older influential man as yasmina is drawn
deeper into malmö s criminal underworld and miguel and helena approach the end
of their feverish road trip víctor del Árbol masterfully reconstructs the
history of violence that links their seemingly disparate lives

Above the Rain 2021-05-25

molly hates rainy days the gray sky the soggy wait for the school bus they seem
to make everyone grumpy everyone except her friend sophie who shows molly the
magic she has been missing the simple poetic language in this lovely book takes
readers on a journey from the girls first tentative steps into the drizzle to a
rain drenched romp in a puddle the lyrical text is perfectly matched by the
joyful watercolor paintings which capture not only the color and beauty of a
rainy day but the warm interactions of the girls blossoming friendship an
exuberant homage to finding pleasure where it s unexpected the power of
imagination and the joys of friendship i love the rain will have readers
singing sun sun go away

I Love the Rain 2012-12-07

a beautiful lyrical non fiction picture book about the water cycle issac
empties his little jar of water into a stream and follows its journey through
the country and the city until it joins the ocean on the other side of the
world cassi welcomes the rain in her dry village where rivers now run and make
their way back to the sea the cycle is complete as the sun heats the ocean and
clouds are formed that carry rain back to issac once more

The rain in the trees 2008

astonishing with the intensity of a perfect balance between the mythic and the
real the rain heron keeps turning and twisting taking you to unexpected places
a deeply emotional and satisfying read beautifully written jeff vandermeer
author of borne one of lithub s most anticipated books of 2021 a gripping novel
of myth environment adventure and an unlikely friendship from an award winning
australian author ren lives alone on the remote frontier of a country
devastated by a coup d état high on the forested slopes she survives by hunting
farming trading and forgetting the contours of what was once a normal life but
her quiet stability is disrupted when an army unit led by a young female
soldier comes to the mountains on government orders in search of a legendary
creature called the rain heron a mythical dangerous form shifting bird with the
ability to change the weather ren insists that the bird is simply a story yet
the soldier will not be deterred forcing them both into a gruelling quest
spellbinding and immersive robbie arnott s the rain heron is an astounding
mythical exploration of human resilience female friendship and humankind s
precarious relationship to nature as ren and the soldier hunt for the heron a
bond between them forms and the painful details of ren s former life emerge a
life punctuated by loss trauma and a second equally magical and dangerous



creature slowly ren s and the soldier s lives entwine unravel and ultimately
erupt in a masterfully crafted ending in which both women are forced to
confront their biggest fears and regrets robbie arnott one of australia s most
acclaimed young novelists sews magic into reality with a steady confident hand
bubbling with rare imagination and ambition the rain heron is an emotionally
charged and dazzling novel one that asks timely yet eternal questions about
environment friendship nationality and the myths that bind us

The Rhythm of the Rain 2018-04-05

the wind and the rain a book of confessions is a 1924 novel by thomas burke a
charming tale of childhood and innocence this volume is not to be missed by
fans and collectors of burke s seminal work thomas burke 29 november 1886 22
september 1945 was a british writer most famous for his limehouse nights a 1916
collection of stories based on life in the poor london district of limehouse
this volume will appeal to all lovers of the short story form and it is not to
be missed by fans and collectors of burke s masterful work many vintage books
such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in
mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high
quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the
author

The Rain Heron 2021-02-09

this is the omnibus of the rain including all 5 parts there are a lot of
stories about how the rain started the thing that always comes to mind first
isn t the how though it s the how much russell still does the math too 15 5 400
and 8 550 15 inches a day 5 400 a year and 8 550 feet since the start we have
no idea if it s accurate but it s important to think about it he says because
it reminds us to keep moving i m tanner russell plucked me from the rain when i
was two fourteen years ago we left philadelphia as the water rose we moved west
hoping the elevation would keep us warm and dry pittsburg indianapolis sioux
falls rapid city now we re stranded on the islands in wyoming russell thinks
they used to be the bighorn mountains but we can t go back now there s no warm
and there s no dry anymore just a rumor about a place where it isn t raining so
we re going to try to make it 520 miles south to leadville but we can t drift
east the great plains have become waterspout alley a raging tomb of moving
water together we push on surviving heading to leadville but something is wrong
with him now he says it s nothing but his breathing doesn t sound that way
exposure pruned hands and infection but since rapid city it s the face eaters
too and the crack in the canoe that s growing and the ice i think i see on the
water russell thinks it s my imagination we cling to the last strips of the
veneer and each other

The Wind and the Rain 2018-01-31

describes the changing sounds of the rain the slow soft sprinkle the drip drop
tinkle the sounding pounding roaring rain and the fresh wet silent after time
of rain

The Rain 2013

new york times bestseller from former u s poet laureate billy collins comes a
twelfth collection of poetry offering over fifty new poems that showcase the



generosity wit and imaginative play that prompted the wall street journal to
call him america s favorite poet the rain in portugal a title that admits he s
not much of a rhymer sheds collins s ironic light on such subjects as travel
and art cats and dogs loneliness and love beauty and death his tones range from
the whimsical the dogs of minneapolis have no idea they re in minneapolis to
the elegiac in a reaction to the death of seamus heaney a student of the
everyday collins here contemplates a weather vane a still life painting the
calendar and a child lost at a beach his imaginative fabrications have
shakespeare flying comfortably in first class and keith richards supporting the
globe on his head by turns entertaining engaging and enlightening the rain in
portugal amounts to another chorus of poems from one of the most respected and
familiar voices in the world of american poetry praise for the rain in portugal
nothing in billy collins s twelfth book is exactly what readers might expect
and that s the charm of this collection the washington post this new collection
shows collins at his finest certain to please his large readership and a good
place for readers new to collins to begin library journal disarmingly playful
and wistfully candid booklist

Listen to the Rain 1988-11-15

in the city the town and the forest people enjoy the beauty of a gentle autumn
rainfall

The Rain in Portugal 2016-10-04

at fifty alix kates shulman left a city life dense with political activism
family and literary community and went to stay alone in a small cabin on an
island off the maine coast

Stand in the Rain 1966

from the usa today bestselling author of sweet thing and nowhere but here comes
a deeply emotional contemporary romance about the second chances waiting beyond
the shattered dreams of youth when eighteen year old avelina belo meets a
charismatic cowboy the summer before her senior year of high school she doesn t
know that accepting his invitation to dinner will lead to a whirlwind marriage
three months later and an exciting new life on a montana ranch she also doesn t
know that in a few short years fate will send everything crashing down around
her a thousand miles away and fresh out of medical school nate meyers is poised
to become ucla s next superstar heart surgeon his laser focus is the key to his
success but it s also his greatest liability when a routine surgery ends in
disaster derailing his career he s confronted with the hard truth there s no
one waiting for him at home no one to help him pick up the pieces regrouping on
his uncle s montana ranch nate meets avelina a beautiful but mysterious young
woman who keeps to herself and barely speaks a word as he discovers the details
of her devastating past avelina teaches him more about matters of the heart
than he ever knew before but can they trust each other enough to put everything
on the line

After the Rain 1938

the first new novel in four years from the beloved superstar author of sarah s
key a heartbreaking and uplifting story of family secrets and devastating
disaster set against a paris backdrop fraught with revelations and resolutions



an absorbing tale of family secrets from the author of sarah s key people
magazine hypnotic passionate ominous and tender unforgettable jenna blum new
york times and internationally bestselling author of those who save us linden
malegarde has come home to paris from the united states it has been years since
the whole family was all together now the malegarde family is gathering for
paul linden s father s 70th birthday each member of the malegarde family is on
edge holding their breath afraid one wrong move will shatter their delicate
harmony paul the quiet patriarch an internationally renowned arborist obsessed
with his trees and little else has always had an uneasy relationship with his
son lauren his american wife is determined that the weekend celebration will be
a success tilia linden s blunt older sister projects an air of false
fulfillment and linden himself the youngest uncomfortable in his own skin never
quite at home no matter where he lives an american in france and a frenchman in
the u s still fears that despite his hard won success as a celebrated
photographer he will always be a disappointment to his parents their hidden
fears and secrets slowly unravel as the city of light undergoes a stunning
natural disaster and the seine bursts its banks and floods the city all members
of the family will have to fight to keep their unity against tragic
circumstances in this profound and intense novel of love and redemption de
rosnay demonstrates all of her writer s skills both as an incredible
storyteller but also as a soul seeker

The Rain 1997

i ll tell you a weird thing about apocalypses a thing i didn t even know until
i was in one they seem pretty bad don t they well take it from me they can
always get worse three months after the killer rain first fell ruby is
beginning to realize her father might be dead and that she cannot survive alone
when a chance encounter lands her back in the army camp ruby thinks she is safe
at a price being forced to live with darius spratt is bad enough but if ruby
wants to stay she must keep her eyes and her mouth shut it s not going to
happen when she realizes what is going on the army is trying to find a cure by
experimenting on human subjects ruby flips out and makes an even more shocking
discovery she s not useless at all the storm begins

Drinking the Rain 2004-07-05

can two people brought together by desperate circumstances help one another
heal and maybe even begin a new life new york times bestselling author charles
martin s send down the rain answers the questions of what it means and what
level of sacrifice it takes to truly love someone allie is still recovering
from the loss of her family s beloved waterfront restaurant on florida s gulf
coast when she loses her second husband to a terrifying highway accident
devastated and losing hope she shudders to contemplate the future until a
cherished person from her past returns joseph has been adrift for many years
wounded in both body and spirit and unable to come to terms with the trauma of
his vietnam war experiences just as he resolves to abandon his search for peace
and live alone in a remote cabin in the carolina mountains he discovers a
mother and her two small children lost in the forest a man of character and
strength he instinctively steps in to help them get back to their home in
florida there he will return to his own hometown and witness the accident that
launches a bittersweet reunion with his childhood sweetheart allie when joseph
offers to help allie rebuild her restaurant it seems the flame may reignite
until a forty five year old secret begins to emerge threatening to destroy all



hope for their second chance at love send down the rain will take you on a
journey that spans the sweltering migrant worker routes of south florida muddy
battlefields of vietnam thickets of northwest north carolina and the idyllic
shores of america s most beautiful beach cape san blas at the story s center
lies the question what does it mean and what level of sacrifice does it take to
truly love someone praise for send down the rain charles martin understands the
power of story and he uses it to alter the souls and lives of both his
characters and his readers patti callahan henry new york times bestselling
author full length stand alone novel includes discussion questions for book
clubs also by bestselling author charles martin the mountain between us chasing
fireflies when crickets cry and the letter keeper

After the Rain 2014-11-11

longlisted for the 2014 man booker prize we are our stories we tell them to
stay alive or keep alive those who only live now in the telling that s how it
seems to me being alive for a little while the teller and the told so says
ruthie swain the bedridden daughter of a dead poet home from college after a
collapse something amiss the doctors say she is trying to find her father
through stories and through generations of family history in county clare the
swains have the written stories from salmon fishing journals to poems and the
maternal maccarrolls have the oral and through her own writing with its
superabundance of style ruthie turns also to the books her father left behind
his library transposed to her bedroom and stacked on the floor which she
pledges to work her way through while she s still living in her attic room with
the rain rushing down the windows ruthie writes ireland with its weather its
rivers its lilts and its lows the stories she uncovers and recounts bring back
to life multiple generations buried in this soil and they might just bring her
back into the world again too

The Rain Watcher 2018-10-30

a baton twirler fights the rain to save her neighborhood parade

September in the Rain 2016-05-09

the rain provides opportunities to feel it fall hear it patter and mix a mud
pie

The Storm 2015-02-26

how many drops are the rain

Send Down the Rain 2018-05-08

History of the Rain 2014-05-06

The Rain Stomper 2008



What Can You Do in the Rain? 1999

The Rain 2015-08-20
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